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Instruction scheduling methods which use the concepts developed by the classical
pipeline theory have been proposed for architectures involving deeply pipelined
function units. These methods rely on the construction of state diagrams (or
automatons) to (i) efficiently represent the complex resource usage pattern; and
(ii) analyze legal initiation sequences, i.e., those which do not cause a structural
hazard. In this paper, we propose a state-diagram based approach for modulo
scheduling or software pipelining, an instruction scheduling method for loops.
Our approach adapts the classical pipeline theory for modulo scheduling, and,
hence, the resulting theory is called Modulo-Scheduled pipeline (MS-pipeline)
theory. The state diagram, called the Modulo-Scheduled (MS) state diagram is
helpful in identifying legal initiation or latency sequences, that improve the
number of instructions initiated in a pipeline. An efficient method, called Coscheduling, which uses the legal initiation sequences as guidelines for constructing software pipelined schedules has been proposed in this paper. However, the
complexity of the constructed MS-state diagram limits the usefulness of our Coscheduling method. Further analysis of the MS-pipeline theory, reveals that the
space complexity of the MS-state diagram can be significantly reduced by identifying primary paths. We develop the underlying theory to establish that the
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reduced MS-state diagram consisting only of primary paths is complete; i.e., it
retains all the useful information represented by the original state diagram as far
as scheduling of operations is concerned. Our experiments show that the number of paths in the reduced state diagram is significantly lowerby 1 to 3 orders
of magnitudecompared to the number of paths in the original state diagram.
The reduction in the state diagram facilitate the Co-scheduling method to consider multiple initiations sequences, and hence obtain more efficient schedules.
We call the resulting method, enhanced Co-scheduling. The enhanced Coscheduling method produced efficient schedules when tested on a set of 1153
benchmark loops. Further the schedules produced by this method are significantly better than those produced by Huff 's Slack Scheduling method, a competitive software pipelining method, in terms of both the initiation interval of
the schedules and the time taken to construct them.
KEY WORDS: Instruction-level parallelism; software pipelining; classical
pipeline theory; co-scheduling; VLIWsuperscalar architectures.

1. INTRODUCTION
Pipelining is one of the most efficient means of improving performance in
high-end processor architectures. Historically, design techniques for hardware pipelines with structural hazards have been used successfully in vector
and pipelined supercomputers. Classical hardware pipeline design theory
developed more than two decades ago was driven by this need. (1, 2)
In the compiling front, a techniqueknown as software pipelining
to exploit higher instruction-level parallelism in modern architectures has
become increasingly popular for loop scheduling. A software pipelined
schedule overlaps operations from different loop iterations in an attempt to
fully exploit instruction-level parallelism. The interval between the initiation
of two successive iterations of a loop is known as the initiation interval (II).
A variety of software pipelining algorithms have been proposed, (316) which
operate under resource constraints. An excellent survey of these algorithms
can be found (see Rau and Fisher (17) ).
In the past decade, technology advance has made it feasible to design
very aggressive arithmetic and instruction pipelines in commodity microprocessor architectures, e.g., superpipelined architectures and superscalar
architectures. Processors capable of issuing 8 instructions per cycle are on
the horizon and Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) architectures are
staging a resurgence. With these, structural hazard resolution in modern
processors is expected to be more complex. Furthermore, in certain emerging
application areas, such as mobile computing or space vehicle on-board computing, the size, weight and power consumption may put tough requirements
on the processor architecture design, which may result in more resource
sharing, and, in turn, resulting in pipelines with more structural hazards.
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With such complex resource usage, the scheduling method must check
and avoid any structural hazard, e.g., contention for hardware resources by
instructions. This is accomplished by maintaining the modulo reservation
table (8, 10, 12, 17) to model the resource usage. One drawback of this method,
especially in the presence of complex resource usage, is its inefficiency. For
scheduling each instruction, the method attempts to place the operation
in successive cycles in the reservation table until it finds a cycle which
does not cause a hazard (resource conflict). This type of greedy try-retry
approach may not be very efficient especially when the pipelines involve
arbitrary structural hazardssince each trial decision is made ``locally'' and
greedily without any underlying guideline of what might be the best
sequence of trial step to pursue for a given initiation interval.
Recently, a finite state automaton (FSA)-based scheduling technique
using ideas from the classical hardware pipeline theory (1, 2, 18)has been
proposed for general instruction scheduling. (1921) In this method, the
resource usage is modeled using forbiddenpermissible latencies and a state
diagram. This has effectively reduced the problem of checking structural
hazards to a fast table-lookup, thereby getting a good speedup in the
scheduling time. In an independent work, a software pipelining method,
called Co-scheduling, that makes use of classical pipeline theory and state
diagram construction, has been proposed by us (see Ref. 22). The constructed
state diagram, called a Modulo-Scheduled (MS)-state diagram, represents
valid initiation sequences that do not cause any structural hazard. Each
path in the MS-state diagram corresponds to a set of time steps at which
different instructions can be initiated in the given pipeline under modulo
scheduling without incurring any structural hazard. In the Co-Scheduling
method, a single path in the MS-state diagram, and the time steps corresponding to it are used to guide the software pipelining method. The CoScheduling method is based on Huff 's bidirectional slack scheduling. (8)
In this paper, we first discuss the underlying theory, called ModuloScheduled (MS) Pipeline theory, for our Co-Scheduling method. We identify that the number of paths in a constructed MS-state diagram could be
very large, in the order of several millions, prohibiting the practical use of
our Co-Scheduling method. However, we observe that a significant number
of these paths are redundant and can be eliminated by identifying what are
called primary paths. A state diagram consisting only primary paths is
termed as a reduced state diagram. We develop the underlying theory for
the reduced state diagram and establish its correctness and completeness.
The reduced state diagram consists of a few hundred paths, resulting in a
reduction in number of paths by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude. Further, the
theory of reduced state diagram also reveals an alternative and direct
method for generating the information corresponding to the primary paths.
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The theory of reduced MS-state diagram enables us to enhance the
original Co-Scheduling method by using information from multiple
(primary) paths and the corresponding initiation sequences to guide the
software pipelining method. This eliminates a fundamental problem of our
original Co-Scheduling method, that of being restricted to a single path
and the use of the corresponding latency sequence in the software pipelining method. We evaluate the performance of the enhanced Co-Scheduling
method and compare it with Huff 's Slack Scheduling.
The major contributions of this paper are:
(1)

The underlying theory of MS-pipelines and its application to
software pipelining;

(2)

The underlying theory for reduced MS-state diagram and the
drastic reduction in the number of paths in the reduced state
diagram;
Alternative method for generating latency sequences corresponding
to primary paths;

(3)
(4)
(5)

Performance evaluation of enhanced Co-Scheduling; and
Comparison of enhanced Co-Scheduling with Huff 's slack
scheduling method. (8)

As mentioned earlier, the proposed enhanced Co-Scheduling method
as well other finite state automaton based scheduling methods significantly
reduce the time to construct the schedule compared to reservation table
based approaches. (8, 10, 12, 17) However, this reduction in scheduling time
comes at the cost of computational overhead for constructing the state
diagram, if it is constructed on-line during the scheduling process, or space
overhead to store the state diagram, if the construction of the state diagram
was done off-line. While the construction of the automaton is done once in
the case of basic instruction scheduling, (1921) for software pipelining, the
state diagram needs to be constructed for each initiation interval. Hence, it
may be advantageous to construct these state diagrams for a given target
architecture off-line and store them in a database, even though as just
noted, this increases the storage overhead.
In the following section we provide the necessary background. In
Section 3, we motivate the need for the Co-Scheduling framework with a
number of examples. In Section 4, the theory of MS-pipeline is developed.
Section 5 deals with the theory of reduced MS-state diagram. The enhanced
Co-Scheduling method is discussed in Section 6. In Section 7, we present
the experimental results of the enhanced Co-Scheduling method. Section 9
compares our approach to other related work. Discussion on future work
is presented in Section 8 and concluding remarks in Section 10.
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2. BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide the necessary background material for
software pipelining and a review of the classical pipeline theory for hardware
pipelines. Readers familiar with this topic can proceed to the next section.
2.1. Software Pipelining
In software pipelining, we focus on periodic linear schedules under
which an instruction i in iteration j is initiated at time j V II+t i , where II
is the initiation interval or period of the schedule and t i is a constant. For
more background information on linear scheduling, refer to the survey
paper by Rau and Fisher. (17) The minimum initiation interval (MII) is constrained by both loop-carried dependences (or recurrences) and available
resources. (3, 5, 8, 10, 17) Loop-carried dependences put a lower bound, RecMII,
on MII. The value of RecMII is determined by the critical (dependence)
cycle(s) (23) in the Data Dependency Graph (DDG) of the loop. Specifically
RecMII=



sum of instruction execution times
sum of dependence distances

|

(2.1)

along the critical cycle(s).
Another lower bound ResMII on MII is enforced by resource constraints. Let d max, r represent the maximum number of cycles for which an
instruction uses any stage of a function unit (FU) type r (e.g., ADDER).
If there are N r instructions that execute on FU type r and there are F r
FUs, then clearly any schedule will have II greater than or equal to
WN r V d max, r F r X. Thus ResMII is the maximum of this bound taken over
all FU types:
ResMII=max
r



N r V d max, r
Fr

|

(2.2)

Lastly, the Minimum Initiation Interval MII is the maximum of RecMII
and ResMII. That is,
MII=max(RecMII, ResMII)

(2.3)

Existing software pipelining methods keep track of the resources committed for the scheduled instructions through a Modulo Reservation Table
(MRT). (5, 8, 10, 24) The MRT contains II rows and a number of columns one
for each resource. If an FU contains structural hazards, each pipeline stage
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must be included in the MRT. Given the MRT, all methods just cited
proceed roughly as follows:
General Scheduling Algorithm : (1) Schedule operations one at a time.
(2) Use a priority function (e.g., height or slackness) to pick which
operation to schedule next. (3) Schedule the high-priority operation in
a time slot so that the resulting partial schedule satisfies all resource
and dependency constraints. (4) When an operation cannot be
scheduled, selectively unschedule a number of operations and try
again.
In Section 3.1, we will see how the GSA is applied for an FU having
structural hazard. Next, we review the classical pipeline theory of hardware
pipelines.
2.2. Classical Pipeline Theory
In hardware pipelines, the resource usage of various pipeline stages are
represented by a two-dimensional Reservation Table. (2) If two operations
entering a pipeline f cycles apart would subsequently require one (or more)
of the pipeline stages at the same time, f is termed a forbidden latency.
Operations separated by permissible latencies have no such conflicts.
Consider the reservation table for a pipelined FU is shown in Fig. 1a.
Latencies 2 and 4 are forbidden while latencies 1, 3, and 5 are permissible.
Classical pipeline theory identifies initiation sequences or latency sequences
which maximize the throughput and the utilization of the pipeline using
state diagrams. (2) Each state in the state diagram is represented by a collision vector. A collision vector has length equal to the pipeline latency and
contains a 1 at all forbidden latencies, and a 0 at all permissible latencies.
Assume the leftmost position in the collision vector represents time 0 and
that the pipeline is currently empty. The collision vector for the considered
reservation table is 101010.

Fig. 1.

An Example Reservation Table and its State Diagram.
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The construction of the state diagram proceeds as follows.
Step 1. Start with the initial Collision Vector.
Step 2. For each permissible latency p in the current state, i.e., for all
bits p in the collision vector whose value is 0, derive a subsequent state as
follows.
(a)

shift-left the current collision vector by p bits.

(b)

Logically OR the resulting vector with the initial collision vector.
The resulting collision vector is the new state.

(c)

Place an arc with value p from the previous state to the new
state.

The state diagram for the example reservation table is shown in
Fig. 1b. Each path in the state diagram represents a legal latency sequence
and it is guaranteed that operations initiated according to the latency
sequence do not cause any collision. A latency sequence that repeats itself
is known as a latency cycle. For example, the following latency cycles can
be identified in the state diagram: [3,3], [1,5], [5]. The sum of the latencies in a latency cycle is known as the period of the latency cycle. Lastly,
the throughput of a latency cycle is the ratio of the number of operations
initiated in the latency cycle to its period. Analysis of this state diagram
reveals that latency sequences [1,5] and [3,3] give a maximum throughput of 13.

3. MOTIVATION
To the best of our knowledge, none of the the software pipelining
approaches makes any explicit use of classical pipeline theory. With the
help of a few examples, we demonstrate that rectifying this omission can
greatly improve the schedule produced.

3.1. Need for Pipeline Theory
Consider a loop with 3 operations i 1 , i 2 , and i 3 , to be scheduled in the
FU whose reservation table is shown in Fig. 1a. Assume the initiation interval II for the given loop is 9. Let the earliest (Estart) and latest start
(Lstart) time steps (8) at which these 3 operations can be scheduled are
[2,3], [3,5], and [7,9]. The GSA discussed in Section 2.1 will attempt to
schedule the operations based on, say the slackdifference between the
Estart and Lstart times. (8) Let operation i 1 be scheduled at its earliest
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time 2. The GSA uses the MRT to maintain the information on committed
resources. The resource usage corresponding to this initiation is shown in
Fig. 2a. Now, operation i 2 can also be scheduled at its earliest time 3 since
the latency, 1, between these two operations is permissible.
Once operations i 1 and i 2 are scheduled at time steps 2 and 3, it can
be verified that the initiation of another operations at any time step will
cause a structural hazard. Thus the greedy strategy of initiating i 2 at the
earliest possible slot in the MRT inhibits the scheduling of operation i 3 .
However, it is possible to schedule the three instructions at time steps 2, 5,
and 8, without causing any structural hazard, as shown in Fig. 2b. Note
that the resource usage beyond cycle 8 wraps around, since II=9. The
GSA may recover from the earlier indicated wrong move in its backtracking step (Step 4) and could possibly schedule the operations at time 2, 5,
and 8. However, this will results in a considerable number of retries. Also
there is no guarantee that the GSA will recover from such wrong moves to
eventually schedule all three operations with an II=9.
Scheduling instructions based purely on the availability of resources is
similar to using a latency cycle that is just permissible. Classical pipeline
theory shows that such an approach does not always lead to efficient use
of resources (e.g., FU's). The analysis from the state diagram reveals that
initiations at time steps 2, 5, 8 are permissible and better utilize the pipeline
handling 3 operations every 9 cycles which gives the optimal throughput
for the given FU. Thus knowing and using the optimal latency sequences
in the software pipelining method facilitate producing better schedules and
producing them faster (i.e., in less compile time).
Secondly, the GSA model individual stages in an FU as separate
resources in the Modulo Reservation Tables (MRT ). As a consequence, for
a modern VLIW with less than 10 FUs, the number of stages could be as
much as 50! Using the GSA on the resulting large MRT can increase the
scheduling time. On the other hand, use of pipeline theory and the use of
legal latency sequences allow each function unit to be modeled as a single
resource instead of a number of pipeline stages.

Fig. 2.

Modulo Reservation Tables.
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Use of classical pipeline theory avoids several unnecessary tries made
by the GSA at conflicting latencies. Even a simple extension, of using the
fact that latencies 2 and 4 are forbidden, to earlier software pipelining
approaches leads avoiding several attempts to initiate operations at the
above forbidden latencies.
Thus, this section clearly brings out the advantage of using classical
pipeline theory in existing software pipelining methods.
3.2. The Need for Modulo-Scheduled Pipeline Theory
Can one directly use classical pipeline theory in the context of software
pipelining? We answer this question in this subsection which motivates our
proposed Modulo-Scheduled (MS-) pipeline theory.
A VLIW architecture contains different types of function units; e.g.,
Integer, Floating Point, and LoadStore. Each FU type may have a different
reservation table and therefore the latency cycles which achieve maximum
utilization of the stages of the (hardware) pipeline may have different
periods. (The sum of the latency values in the latency cycle is referred to
as the period of the latency cycle. To distinguish between this period (of the
hardware pipeline) from the period of the software pipelined schedule, we
refer to latter as initiation interval, II. The term ``period '' henceforth refers
to the hardware pipeline.) These periods may not be related to the II of
software pipelining. As a consequence some of the legal latency cycles
predicted by the classical pipeline theory may violate the modulo scheduling constraint for the given II. We illustrate this with the help of our
motivating example.
Consider the reservation table and its state diagram shown in Fig. 1.
Assume II=9. From the state diagram shown in Fig. 1b, we observe that
the latency cycle [1,5] yields maximum throughput. However, under
modulo scheduling with II=9, scheduling two operations with a latency 5
will cause a collision, as shown in Table I, even though classical pipeline
theory states that 5 is a permissible latency. It can be seen that the collision
Table I.

Initiation of Instructions at (0,5) in the Modulo Reservation Table
Time Steps

Stage

0

1
2
3

0,5

1

2

3

0
0,5
0

4

5

6

0

5
0

5

7

8

5
5
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was caused by the ``wrap-around'' resource usage in the MRT. This is not
unexpected since the state diagram is obtained for a reservation table with
6 columns and was derived without a wrap-around resource usage in mind.
The classical pipeline theory (1, 2) does indicate that 5 is an impermissible latency for any cycle with period 9, since 5 is the complement of
the forbidden latency 4 in the modulo space with II=9. However, the focus
in these works (1, 2) is on how to reconfigure the hardware pipelines for a
given latency cycle. [Note: This approach will also be useful in the context
of Co-Scheduling when the hardware pipelines are reconfigured to (further)
improve the initiation interval of the software pipeline schedule. We discuss
this further in Section 8]. Whereas here we are interested in finding the
``best '' latency cycle for a given initiation interval II.
As this example shows, the state diagram constructed using the classical pipeline theory does not account for the software pipelining II. As a
consequence, some latency cycles identified as legal by the state diagram
may lead to structural hazards under modulo scheduling. In the following
section we show how to extend the classical pipeline theory to achieve the
simultaneous scheduling of hardware and software pipelines.

4. MODULO-SCHEDULED PIPELINES
In this section we revisit the classical pipeline theory in the context of
software pipelining. To differentiate our approach from the classical
pipeline theory, we refer to our pipelines as Modulo-Scheduled (MS-)
pipelines. We define the terms reservation table, forbidden latency, collision
vector, and state diagram as they apply to MS-pipelines. We then develop
the theory of MS-pipelines which in turn forms the basis for our Coscheduling method.
4.1. Preliminaries
In this paper we restrict our attention to single-function pipelines
whose resource usage pattern can be described by a single reservation
table. The reservation table of a hardware pipeline is represented by an
m r _l r reservation table where m r is the number of stages in the pipeline
and l r is the execution time (latency) of an operation executing on FU r.
We use the symbol d max, r to denote the maximum number of cycles for
which any stage of the pipeline is used.
Modulo scheduling constraint (4, 12, 17) prohibits the use of any resource
(stage of a functional unit) at time steps separated by multiples of II by
operations belonging to the same iteration. Since each operation needs at
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least one stage for d max, r time steps, modulo scheduling requires II to be
greater than or equal to d max, r . Formally,
Lemma 1. If FU type r is used by the schedule, the initiation interval of a software pipelined schedule IId max, r .
Proof. This follows from the fact that different instances of an
instruction need to be assigned to the same FU. K
With MS-pipelines, each instruction must be initiated in the pipeline
once every II cycles. Therefore it would be appropriate to use a reservation
table with II (rather than l r ) columns. Notice that Lemma 1 only requires
II to be greater than the d max, r value of every FU type r used in the
schedule. However, the relationship between l r and II could be (1) II>l r ,
(2) l r >II, or (3) l r =II. In case (1), the reservation table may be extended
to II columns (with the additional columns all empty). In case (2) the
reservation table may be folded. Thus, for stage s, an X mark at time step
t in the original reservation table appears at time step t mod II in the
folded reservation table. In case (3), nothing need be changed. We call the
resulting reservation table the cyclic reservation table (CRT ). An entry in
the CRT is denoted by CRT r[s, t]. The CRT for the reservation table in
Section 2.2 is shown in Fig. 3a.
With the folding required in case (2), multiple X marks separated by
II may be placed in the same column of the CRT. However, fortunately,
the modulo scheduling constraint already prohibits such occurrences. Thus
if the reservation table satisfies the modulo scheduling constraint, the cyclic
reservation table will not have two x marks on the same column of the
CRT [Note: However, if this is not the case, scheduling constraint, it is
possible to satisfy the modulo scheduling constraint by either incrementing
II by 1 or modifying the hardware so as to delay all but one of the operations mapping to the same time t as in Ref. 1. A discussion on the introduction of such delays and their impact on their hardware architecture is
beyond the scope of this paper.] Next we define several terms.

Fig. 3.

A Cyclic Reservation Table and its MS-State Diagram.
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Definition 1 (Cyclic Forbidden Latency). A latency f II is said
be a cyclic forbidden latency if there exists at least one row in the CRT
where two entries (X marks) are separated by f columns (considering the
wrap-around of columns). More precisely, there exists a stage s such that
both CRT [s, t] and CRT [s, (t+ f ) mod II], contain an X mark.
It can be easily seen that in a MS-pipeline latency values f greater than
II are equivalent to f mod II. Hence, for MS-pipelines, we will only consider latency values less than II. The set of all cyclic forbidden latencies is
referred to as the cyclic forbidden latency set. The latency values 2 and 4
are forbidden in the CRT in Fig. 3a as there are entries in the first row at
time steps 0, 2, and 4. Further, latency 5 is also forbidden since the distance
between the entries in columns 4 and 0 (with the columns wrapped
around) in the first row is 5. The cyclic forbidden latency set is
[0, 2, 4, 5, 7].
Definition 2 (Cyclic Permissible Latency). A latency f II is said
to be a cyclic permissible latency if f is not in the cyclic forbidden latency
set.
For the CRT in Fig. 3a, the cyclic permissible latencies are 1, 3, 6, and 8.
From these definitions it can be easily observed that: From the definition
of cyclic forbidden latency, it can be seen that if f is a forbidden latency,
then the latency II& f is also forbidden. A similar property holds for all
cyclic permissible latencies also.
4.2. State Diagram for Cyclic Reservation Tables
Our interest is to obtain latency sequences that maximize the number
of initiations in II cycles. In order to derive this, we construct the state
diagram for a CRT, in much the same way as is done in classical pipeline
theory. We use the term Modulo-Scheduled State Diagram (MS-state
diagram) to distinguish it from the state diagram of the classical pipeline
theory. The initial state in the MS-state diagram represents an initiation at
time step 0. We are interested in finding how many more initiations are
possible in this pipeline, and at what latencies. We define cyclic collision
vector to represent the state after a particular initiation.
Definition 3 (Cyclic Collision Vector). A Cyclic Collision vector is
a binary vector of length II, with the bits numbered from 0 to II&1. If
f is forbidden in the current state then the f th bit in the cyclic collision
vector is 1. Otherwise it is 0.
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For the CRT in Fig. 1a with the forbidden latency set as [0, 2, 4, 5, 7],
the initial cyclic collision vector is 101011010.
The construction of the MS-state diagram proceeds as follows.
Procedure 1. Construction of State Diagram:
Step 1. Start with the initial cyclic collision vector.
Step 2. For each permissible latency p in the current state, i.e., for
each bit p in the collision vector whose value is 0, derive a new state as
follows.
(a)

Rotate-left the collision vector by p bits.

(b)

Logically OR the resulting vector with the initial cyclic collision
vector to get the collision vector of the new state.

(c)

Place an arc with value p from the previous state to the new
state.

The MS-state diagram for the CRT in Fig. 3a is shown in Fig. 3b. In
drawing the MS-state diagram we have avoided the repetition of identical
states to make the diagram concise. Further, multiple arcs from state S i to
Sj are represented by means of a single arc with multiple latency values,
e.g., in Fig. 3b, the state 111111111 can be reached from the initial state
with a latency value of either 1 or 8, or from states S 1 or S 2 .
Observe that there is a very close resemblance of Procedure 1 to the
state diagram construction in the classical pipeline theory. The main difference is that in Step 2a of Procedure 1 a Rotate-left operation is performed rather than a shift-left operation. For example, the cyclic collision
vector 101011010 when rotated left by 3-bits gives 011010101. Compare
this with the result of a shift-left operation by 3-bit which would have
given 101011000. Notice that the rightmost 3-bits in rotate left is 010
indicating that a latency 8 (apart from latencies 0, 2, 4, and 5) is forbidden
in the new state. More precisely, after two initiations at time steps 0
and (0+3), a latency of 8 at time step 0+3+8=11 will cause a collision.
Why? Because, another instance (from the following iteration) of the
instruction which was initiated at time step 0 will be initiated at time step
0+II=0+9. This operation will have a latency 2 with the operation
initiated at time step 11. Since 2 is in the cyclic forbidden latency set, there
will be a collision.
If there were no software pipelining, i.e., we only have the problem of
scheduling hardware pipelines, then of course, the collision vector (obtained
by a shift-left operation) will have a 0 in bit position 8 indicating that a
new operation can indeed be initiated at time 11, and there will be no collision. Thus, the rotate-left operation in Step 2a accounts for the initiation
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of instructions (from different iterations) at time steps that differ by II.
Thus, in modulo scheduling, an instruction scheduled at time step p in the
repetitive pattern will not only have to share resources for the first II& p
time steps, with instructions scheduled so far in this software pipeline cycle
(or any previous software pipeline cycle), but also with the instructions
initiated in the first p cycles of the next software pipelining cycle.

Theorem 1. The collision vector of every state S in the MS-state
diagram derived according to Procedure 1 represents all permissible (and
forbidden) latencies in that state, taking into account all initiations made
so far to reach the state S.
Proof. At each state, there is an arc to the next state only if there is
permissible latency p in the current collision vector. This follows from
Step 2 in Procedure 1. Next we need to show that the collision vector in
the next state correctly represents the permissible and forbidden latencies
under modulo scheduling. The proof of the Theorem is by induction. By
definition, the initial cyclic collision vector represents the permissible set
correctly in the initial state. Assume the collision vector in state S i
represents the permissible sets correctly for all states S i which have a maximum path length n from the initial state. If there is a state S i+1 from S i
with a permissible latency p, we have to prove that the collision vector of
state S i+1 is correct. To prove this we consider two parts of the collision
vector of state S i , namely those corresponding to latencies greater than or
equal to p and those less than p. These two parts correspond respectively
to the first (II& p) bits and the last p bits of the collision vector in S i+1 .
Part 1. First II& p bits of S i+1 : From the definition of the MS-state
diagram, any latency p$>p at state S i corresponds to a latency p$& p in
state S i+1 . If the latency p$ is forbidden in S i , i.e., the p$ th bit of the collision vector is 1, then the ( p$& p)th bit of the collision vector in S i+1 must
be 1. This is guaranteed by the rotate-left operation. (The logical OR
operation performed subsequently does not affect this.) Now consider if p$
was permissible in S i . The corresponding latency value p$& p in state S i+1
may or may not be permissible depending on the initial cyclic collision
vector. If p$& p is forbidden in the initial cyclic collision vector, it should
be forbidden in state S i+1 ; otherwise, it should be permissible. It can be
seen that after the rotate-left operation the ( p$& p)th bit will be 0.
However the logical ORing with the initial cyclic collision vector will set
the ( p$& p)th bit in the collision vector to 1 or 0 depending on whether
p$& p is forbidden or permissible in the initial state.
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Part 2. Last p bits of S i+1 : These correspond to latency values from
(II& p) to (II&1). A latency f in this range is forbidden in state S i+1 if f
is in the cyclic forbidden latency set. The logical ORing of the initial cyclic
collision vector ensures this. If f is in the cyclic permissible latency set, then
the corresponding bit in state S i+1 may be 1 or 0 depending on the initiations made up to state S i . This is because in our Co-scheduling framework,
instructions (from different iterations) are initiated according to the latency
sequence in each software pipeline cycle. Due to the inductive hypothesis,
the collision vector in S i correctly captures the permissible (and forbidden
latencies) in state S i , taking into account all the initiations made thus far.
Further, the information required for latency values in the range II& p to
II&1 is available in the first p bits of the collision vector in state S i . The
rotate-left operation, preserves these bits as the last p bits of the collision
vector in state S i+1 . From there it follows that any latency f # [II& p,
II&1] is forbidden in state S i+1 if bit f +p&II is 1. Otherwise the latency
f in state S i+1 is permissible. K

4.3. An Alternative Representation of MS-State Diagram
Instead of representing each state in the MS-state diagram by its collision vector, the set of permissible latencies in the current state can be used
to represent the state. The latter is a more direct representation than the
former. In addition, we find the latter to be more useful in establishing
certain properties of the MS-state diagram. Therefore, we present a direct
construction method involving this alternative representation for the MSstate diagram.
Procedure 2. Next, an alternative construction procedure for MSState Diagram in two steps.
Step 1. The initial state S 0 of the MS-State diagram contains the
(initial) permissible latency set S 0 =[ p 1 , p 2 ,..., p k ]. We will use the state
name, e.g., S 0 , itself to represent the permissible latencies in the given state.
Step 2. For each permissible latency p i in the current state S, there
is an arc from S to a new state S$. S$ represents the state with a new initiation p i cycles after state S. Also, the set S$, computed as later, represents
the set of latencies at which a further initiation can be started from state S$.
The permissible latencies in the new state is given by S$=S & pi & S 0 where
S& pi is defined as
S & pi =[( p j & p i ) mod II | p j # S ]
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Some explanation of Step 2 in the construction of the MS-state
diagram may be required to have a clear understanding of the state
diagram. The set S & pi is obtained by subtracting p i , the chosen latency,
from each permissible latency p j in S. The subtractions are performed
modulo II. This step corresponds to the rotate-left operation in Procedure 1.
Intuitively, the set S & pi is the set of latencies, that may be permissible
from the new state S$. However, for a latency l to be permissible in the new
state S$, l must be in the (initial) permissible latency set S 0 . Thus the set
of permissible latencies in the new state S$ is the intersection of S 0 and
S& pi . It can be observed that this step corresponds to the logical ORing
step in Procedure 1.
Next, we establish the equivalence between the representations by
showing the equivalence between Procedures 1 and 2.
Theorem 2. Procedures 1 and 2 are equivalent. That is, the MSstate diagrams constructed by them are equivalent and contain the same
information.
Proof. The proof this theorem follows from the fact that (i) the
definition of S& p i corresponds to the rotate-left operation in Step 2a of
Procedure 1; (ii) the intersection with S 0 is equivalent to the logical-OR
operation; and (iii) the collision vector (of a state) represents the same
information as the set of permissible latencies in that state. [Note that logical-OR actually corresponds to set union (of 1's); but in the alternative
representation, the states are represented by permissible latencies which
correspond to 0's. Thus to get the set of permissible latencies in a state, we
take the union of forbidden latencies and complement it. This corresponds
to taking set intersection.] K
Henceforth we will use the alternative representation of the MS-state
diagram. The alternative representation of the MS-state diagram for our
example reservation table is shown in Fig. 4.
Definition 4. The final state of an MS-state diagram is one which
contains an empty permissible latency set.
4.4. Analyzing the MS-State Diagram
p

p

p

1
2
k
A path S 0 w
S 1 w
S 2 } } } w
S k in the MS-state diagram corresponds to a sequence of initiations which are permissible. The latencies,
p 1 , p 2 ,..., p k associated with the path correspond to the latencies between
successive initiations.
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An Alternative Representation of the
MS-State Diagram.
p

p

p

1
2
k
Definition 5. Given this path S0 w
S 1 w
S 2 } } } w
S k , successive initiations are made at time steps 0, p 1 , ( p 1  p 2 ),..., ( p 1  p 2 } } }
 p k ), where  refers to addition modulo II. These values are referred to
as offset values from the first initiation made at time 0. The set [0, p 1 ,
( p 1  p 2 ),..., ( p 1 p 2 } } }  p k )] is referred to as the permissible offset set.

3

3

For example, the path S 0 w S 1 w S 3 corresponds to initiations at
offset values 0, (0+3) mod II, and (0+3+3) mod II. Henceforth, without
loss of generality we always assume: (i) the first initiation is made at time
0 and (ii) offset values are specified in modulo II.
Lemma 2. Each offset value (except offset 0) of any path in the
MS-state diagram corresponds to a permissible latency.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. If the offset value corresponding
to an initiation is not a permissible latency, then the latency between that
initiation and the one corresponding to offset 0, is forbidden, and hence the
initiation is not legal. This contradicts the fact that all initiations corresponding to a path are legal. Hence the lemma. K
The number of initiations made corresponding to a path in the MSstate diagram equals L(P)+1, where L(P) represents the length of the
path P in terms of the number of arcs. There can be several paths from S 0
to S k . As we are interested in maximizing the number of initiations in a
pipeline, we consider the longest path from the initial state S 0 . The maximum number of initiations Max  Init possible in an MS-pipeline is given
by the longest path from the start state to the final state. For example, for
the state diagram shown in Fig. 4, the Max  Init is 3 corresponding to the
3
3
6
6
S 1 w
S 3 and S 0 w
S 2 w
S3 .
paths S 0 w
The Max  Init of an MS-pipelined is bounded by an upper bound
(UB  Init) of possible initiations in the MS-pipeline.
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Theorem 3. The upper bound on the number of operations
(UB  Init) that can be initiated in an MS-pipeline during II cycles is

\

UB  Init=min (k+1),

II

\d +
max

where k is the cardinality of the permissible latency set and d max is the
maximum number of X marks in any row in the reservation table.
Proof. The upper bound on the number of initiations is bounded by
two factors: The first is due to the number of permissible latencies. By our
assumption, the first initiation is always made at time step 0. Further, by
Lemma 2, initiations are always made only on a permissible latency.
Furthermore, at most one operation can be initiated a particular cycle.
This is because of the fact that, under modulo scheduling, we will be initiating the successive instances of an operation, belonging to different iterations of the loop, once every II cycle. The second bound is due to resource
usage. If a particular stage of the pipeline is needed for d max cycles, then,
obviously, no more than wIId max x initiations can be made. Hence the lemma. K
Note that Max  Init specifies the maximum number of initiations
actually possible in the given MS-pipeline, while UB  Init provides an
upper bound for Max  Init. That is,
Max  InitUB  Init
In an MS-state diagram, as we go from the start state to the final state, the
number of permissible latencies monotonically decreases. Formally,
Lemma 3. If there is an arc from S to S$ in the MS-state diagram,
then |S | > |S$|, where |S| represents the cardinality of the permissible
latency set associated with S.
Proof. Let p i be the latency associated with the arc from S to S$.
From Step 2 of Procedure 2, and the definition of S & pi ,
|S$| = |S & pi & S 0 |  |S & pi | = |S|
That is, |S |  |S$|. But we need to show strict inequality. For this, consider
the latency p i in S. This latency translates to p i & p i =0 in S & pi . Further 0
is not a permissible latency for any single function pipeline. Thus, clearly,
the latency corresponding to p i # S, does not belong to S$. Hence
|S | > |S$|. K
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Unlike the state diagram of classical pipeline theory which involve
cycles, MS-state diagrams do not contain any directed cycles.
Lemma 4.

There are no directed cycles in the MS-State diagram.

Proof. The proof of this lemma is by contradiction. Assume that
there is a directed cycle in the MS-state diagram involving S 1 , S 2 ,..., S k , S 1 .
By Lemma 3,
|S 1 | > |S 2 | > } } } > |S k | > |S 1 |
which is impossible.

K

The following lemmas show the existence of a final state and the
termination of Procedure 2.
Lemma 5.

Every MS-state diagram contains a final state.

Proof. The proof of this lemma follows from the fact that the cardinality of the permissible latency set associated with successive states
along a directed path decreases. K
Lemma 6. The construction of the MS-State diagram (Procedure 1)
terminates after a finite number of steps.
Proof. The proof of this lemma follows from Lemmas 35.
One can verify that Lemmas 35 hold for the MS-state diagram shown
in Fig. 4.
5. REDUCED MS-STATE DIAGRAM: MOTIVATION AND
THEORY
In this section we motivate the idea for reduced MS-state diagram and
develop the necessary theory behind the construction of Reduced MS-state
diagrams. Section 5.4 discusses two alternative construction methods for
Reduced MS-state diagrams.
5.1. Motivation
Each path in a MS-state diagram represents a legal latency sequence
and a corresponding set of offset values at which initiations can be made
in the MS-pipeline. The latency sequence corresponding to a path in the
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MS-state diagram is used to guide modulo scheduling in the original CoScheduling method. (22) More than the latency sequence of a path, we found
the corresponding offset set to be a better representation for guiding the
modulo scheduling. But, the number of paths, and hence the number of
offset sets in an MS-state diagram, can be quite large (greater than several
100,000s), especially for large values of II. For example, for a particular
function unit FU-1 discussed in Section 7, there are 1.36 Million paths in
the MS-state diagram for an II of 24. Further, it should be noted that the
MS-state diagram, and, in particular, the number of paths increase drastically for large values of II. As a consequence, the construction of the state
diagram is expensive in terms of both space and time complexity, especially
for large II values. The large number of paths in an MS-state diagram also
makes precomputing the state diagram and storing the set of all offset sets
in a database an expensive proposition.
Consider the state diagram shown in Fig. 4. Clearly, the states S 0 , S 1 ,
S2 , and S 3 are all distinct. However, the information represented by the
3
3
6
6
S 1 w
S 3 and S 0 w
S 2 w
S 3 are not. Though the latency
paths S 0 w
sequences corresponding to the above paths are different, it can be seen
that the offset values for both of them are 0, 3, and 6. Thus the latter path
(actually any one of the two paths) is redundant. This raises the question,
that even though state S 2 is distinct, can we avoid generating the state if
all the paths that go through S 2 are redundant. Equivalently, can we list
only the paths that lead to distinct offset sets? In our example, removing
state S 2 and the arcs that are connected to it, does not result in any loss
of information. This motivates us to study the theory of reduced MS-state
diagrams which involve only paths corresponding to distinct offset sets.
In Ref. 25, we proposed the construction of reduced MS-state diagrams
which involves distinct paths. We establish the necessary theory for reduced
MS-state diagrams in this paper.

5.2. Definitions
We begin with the following definitions.
p

p

p

1
2
k
S 1 w
S 2 } } } w
S f in the MS-state
Definition 6. A path S 0 w
diagram is called primary if the sum of the latency values does not exceed II;
that is, p 1 + p 2 + } } } + p k <II. A path is called secondary if p 1 + p 2 + } } } +
p k >II.

Note that the operation used in Definition 6 is simple addition (+),
and not . The sum of the latencies along any path in the MS-state
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diagram will not be equal to II. Otherwise, the initiation representing state
Sf corresponds to the offset value 0 which causes a collision with the initiation at S 0 (the initial state).
Next we adapt the following definitions from Patel and Davidson; (1)
and Kogge. (2)
Definition 7. Two offsets o 1 and o 2 belonging to O are compatible
if (o 1 &o 2 ) mod II is in O.
Definition 8. A compatibility class with respect to O is a set in
which all pairs of elements are compatible.
Two compatible classes for [0, 2, 3, 4] are [0, 2, 4] and [0, 3]. Lastly,
we have Definition 9.
Definition 9. A maximal compatibility class is a compatibility class
that is not a proper subset of any other compatible class.
The compatibility class [0, 2, 4] is maximal, while [0, 2] is not. Note
that any maximal class of O will include the element 0.
5.3. Theory of Reduced MS-State Diagrams
The compatibility classes of O are related to the offset sets of different
paths in the MS-state diagram. The following lemmas establish that.
Lemma 7. The offset set of any path from the start state S 0 to the
final state S f in the MS-state diagram forms a maximal compatibility class
of O.
p

p

p

1
2
k
Proof. Consider the path S 0 w
S 1 w
S 2 } } } w
S f where S f is
the final state in the MS-state diagram. Let the offset set for this path be
O=[o 0 , o 1 , o 2 ,..., o k ], where

o 0 =0;

o1 = p1 ;

o 2 = p 1 p 2 ; } } } o k = p 1 p 2  } } }  p k

(5.1)

There are two parts to the proof of this lemma: to prove (i) O is a compatibility class and (ii) O is maximal.
Part 1. Consider any pair of offsets o i and o j . Clearly (o i  o j ),
where  stands for subtraction modulo II, must be a permissible latency.
Otherwise, the MS-state diagram would consist of a path in which there
are two initiations separated by a forbidden latency. [Note that, we consider the latencies between the offsets of the two initiations, rather than the
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latencies between actual time of initiations. Under modulo scheduling,
since all initiations are repeated once every II cycles, the difference between
the offsets suffices.] This in turn would violate the fact that the above path
(and the corresponding latency sequence) is legal, i.e., does not cause any
collision. Thus O is a compatibility class of O.
Part 2. To prove O is a maximal compatibility class, we use proof by
contradiction. Assume that an offset c is compatible with each o i # O, but
is not represented by the path. By definition, all offsets in O, except 0, are
permissible latencies; i.e., O&[0]S O . Further, by our assumption c is
also in S 0 . Thus,
[ p 1 , ( p 1  p 2 ),..., ( p 1  p 2  } } }  p k ), c]S 0

(5.2)

Now, since there is an arc from S 0 to S 1 with a latency p 1 , from the construction of the state diagram, and the fact o 1 = p 1 is compatible with each
o i =( p 1  p 2  } } }  p i ) and c, it can be seen that
[( p 1  p 2 )  p 1 ,..., ( p 1  p 2  } } }  p k )  p 1 , c  p 1 ]S 1

(5.3)

This can be rewritten, using Eq. (5.1) as
[o 2  o 1 , o 3  o 1 ,..., o k  o 1 , c  o 1 ]S 1

(5.4)

p

2
Similarly, for the arc S 1 w
S 2 , we get

[( p 1  p 2 p 3 )  p 1  p 2 ,..., ( p 1 p 2  } } } p k )
 p 1  p 2 , c  p 1  p 2 ]S 2

(5.5)

To see how each element on the L.H.S. of Eq. (5.5) belong to S 2 , rearrange
Eq. (5.5) as follows, and apply the arguments that each offset o i (as well
as c) is compatible with o 2( = p 1 p 2 ).
[( p 1  p 2 p 3 )  ( p 1  p 2 ),..., ( p 1  p 2  } } } p k )
 ( p 1  p 2 ), c  ( p 1 p 2 )]S 2
[(o 3  o 2 ),..., (o k  o 2 ), c  o 2 ]S 2

(5.6)
(5.7)

Proceeding this way, we can show that
[( p 1  p 2  } } }  p k )  ( p 1  p 2  } } }  p k&1 ),
c  ( p 1  p 2  } } }  p k&1 )]S k&1

(5.8)
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and
[c  ( p 1  p 2  } } }  p k )]S f

(5.9)

This means that S f is nonempty which contradicts the definition of the final
state. Hence our assumption c is compatible with all elements of O must be
wrong. Thus, O is a maximal compatible class. K
Next we state and prove the converse of Lemma 7.
Lemma 8. For each maximal compatibility class C of permissible
offsets, there exists a path in the MS-state diagrams whose offset set O is
equal to C.
Proof. Consider a compatible class C=[c 0 , c 1 , c 2 ,..., c k ] of O.
Without loss of generality, let the offsets be in the ascending order. Further,
since C is maximal, it includes 0. Therefore c 0 =0. We prove this lemma by
constructing a path,
p

p

p

1
2
k
S 1 w
S 2 } } } w
Sf
S 0 w

(5.10)

p i =c i &c i&1

(5.11)

where

We will prove that this path exists in the MS-state diagram. To show this,
we need to prove (i) each latency p i is a permissible and (ii) p i is an element in S i&1 . Lemmas 9 and 10 establish this. Thus the path in Eq. (5.10)
is a valid path representing a legal latency sequence. By Theorem 1, every
legal path must be in the MS-state diagram which completes the proof.
Lemma 9.

The latencies p i of path shown in Eq. 13 are permissible.

Proof. Since the difference between any pair of elements of C, in particular, c i &c i&1 = p i lies in O. Further c i &c i&1 {0 as c i {c i&1 . Thus each
latency p i is a non-zero offset which is a permissible offset. Hence it is also
a permissible latency. K
Lemma 10. For the path shown in Eq. (5.10), the latency p i is a
permissible latency (an element) in S i&1 .
Proof. It can be seen that the offset set for the above path is
[0, p 1 , ( p 1  p 2 ),..., ( p 1  p 2  } } } p k )]
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First we will show that these offset values correspond to c 0 , c 1 ,..., c k respectively. Using Eq. (5.11), and c 0 =0, we get
p 1 =(c 1 &c 0 )=c 1

(5.12)

Next, using Eq. (5.11) in the second offset value.
p 1 p 2 =(c 1 &c 0 )+(c 2 &c 1 )=c 2

(5.13)

Proceeding this way, we get
( p 1  p 2  } } } p k )=c k

(5.14)

Next we will show that p i is in state S i&1 . The proof of this part is similar
to the proof given in Part 2 of Lemma 7. Since C is a subset of the permissible offsets O, except for c 0 =0 all elements of C will be in the initial
permissible latency set S 0 . Thus, the initial state S 0 consists of c 1 , c 2 ,..., c k .
Mathematically,
C&c 0 S 0

i.e.,

[c 1 , c 2 ,..., c k ]S 0

Now substituting c 1 , c 2 ,..., c k from Eqs. (15)(17), we get
[ p 1 , ( p 1  p 2 ),..., ( p 1  p 2  } } }  p k )]S 0

(5.15)

p

1
S 1 , from the
Thus p 1 is in S 0 . Further, since ( p 1 + p 2 ) is in S 0 and S 0 w
construction of the MS-state diagram it is clear that ( p 1 + p 2 )& p 1 =
p 2 # S 1 . Similarly, from Eq. (5.15), one can say that ( p 2  p 3 ) # S 1 ,..., ( p 2 
p 3  } } }  p k ) # S 1 . That is,

[( p 2 ), ( p 2  p 3 ),..., ( p 2  p 3  } } }  p k )]S 1

(5.16)

p

2
S 2 . Using this argument, we can show that
Now, consider the arc S 1 w

[( p 3 ), ( p 3  p 4 ),..., ( p 3  p 4  } } }  p k )]S 2

(5.17)

Proceeding further, we get
[( p k )]S k&1
Hence the lemma.

(5.18)

K

Next we will show that the path shown in Eq. (5.10) is primary.
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Lemma 11. For each maximal compatibility class C of permissible
offsets, there exists a primary path in the MS-state diagrams whose offset
set O is equal to C.
p

p

1
2
Proof. Lemma 8 establishes that there exists a path S 0 w
S 1 w
pk
S2 } } } w S k , where p i =c i &c i&1 , in the MS-state diagram that supports
the offsets given by the maximal compatibility class C. Now, to prove that
this path is primary, consider ( p 1 + p 2 + } } } + p k ). Substituting for each p i
from Eq. (5.11), we get

( p 1 + p 2 + } } } + p k )=c k
Since c k is permissible offset, c k # O, and by the definition of offset values,
c k <II. Hence the lemma. K
Theorem 4. For each secondary path from S 0 to S f in the MSstate diagram there exists primary path such that their offset sets are equal.
Proof. From Lemma 7, the secondary path under consideration,
results in an offset set that equals a maximal compatibility class of O. But
by Lemma 11, for this maximal compatibility class there exists a primary
path that supports the same offset set. Hence the theorem. K
Theorem 5. A reduced MS-state diagram consisting only of
primary paths contains the set of all valid offset sets that are permissible in
the original state diagram.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 4. K
5.4. Alternative Construction Methods for Reduced MS-State
Diagrams
As demonstrated in the previous subsection, it is sufficient to obtain a
reduced MS-state diagram consisting only of primary paths. One method
to obtain such a state diagram is by identifying secondary paths and
eliminating them. This can be accomplished in two passes.
In the first pass, at the time of creation of a new state, the state
diagram construction method checks whether the path leading to the newly
created state is secondary. If so, it marks such a state as redundant and the
construction of the subtrees of the state is stopped. In the second pass, the
construction algorithm checks each state for redundant children and
removes them. If all the children of a state are redundant, then the state
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itself is marked redundant. Subsequently, this state gets eliminated in the
recursive ascend, that is, when its parent is checked for redundant children.
An alternative construction method for generating the offset sets
corresponding to primary paths is based on the enumeration of maximal
compatible classes. Lemmas 7 and 8 establish that each path in the MSstate diagram corresponds to a maximal compatibility class and for every
maximal compatibility class there is a primary path. Hence obtaining the
maximal compatible classes is an alternative way of obtaining the offset
sets. An approach to obtain the compatible classes is presented by Kogge (2)
(p. 99). This approach is a direct way of obtaining the set of all offset sets
of the reduced MS-state diagram. It should, however, be noted that the
software pipelining algorithm presented in the following section is independent of the method used to obtain the set of offsets.
The following section deals with the improved Co-scheduling method
that uses the reduced MS-state diagram.
6. ENHANCED CO-SCHEDULING METHOD
In this section we detail how the enhanced Co-Scheduling approach
generates schedules for FUs with structural hazards. [Note: The original
Co-Scheduling uses a single path and the corresponding offset set information to guide the software pipelining method. (22) In contrast, the reduced
Co-Scheduling method considers all offset set of the reduced MS-state
diagram.] In Section 6.2, we compare the enhanced Co-Scheduling method
with Huff 's Slack scheduling method.

6.1. Co-Scheduling Algorithm
Enhanced Co-Scheduling was based on Huff 's Slack Scheduling algorithm. (8) Both methods start with the Minimum Initiation Interval (MII)
and attempts to schedule the loop for values of IIMII until a schedule
is found. The basic notion of Huff 's original Slack Scheduling was to
schedule instructions in increasing order of their slackness: the difference
between the earliest time and the latest time at which an instruction may
be scheduled. Slack is a dynamic measure and is updated after each
instruction is scheduled. Given the earliest time (Estart) and the latest start
time (Lstart) of an operation, the decision on the search direction, i.e.,
whether to attempt the placement of the operation from Estart or Lstart,
is determined by what is called the Stretchability of the instruction. (8)
Stretchability of an instruction is a measure that is similar to slack, but
indicates whether the instruction stretches the lifetime of the results
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produced by (1) its predecessors or (2) itself. This measure helps in obtaining schedules with lower register pressure. These points remain in our
enhanced Co-Scheduling.
The difference lies in how a time is chosen within the slack range. The
original Slack Scheduling permitted instructions to be scheduled anywhere
in their slack range, whereas in our Co-Scheduling method, an instruction
is scheduled only at pre-determined offset values given by the offset sets of
the reduced state diagram. Second, while the Slack Scheduling method uses
the Modulo Reservation Table (MRT) to keep track of the resources committed for the scheduled operation, our Co-Scheduling method uses a
Modulo Initiation Table (MIT ). The MIT consists of II columns and one
row for each function unit in the architecture. Notice that the MIT does
not explicitly store resource commitment for each stage of the pipeline, as
is required in the case of MRT. The MIT represents only the modulo initiation time of different instructions; resource usage and conflicts are maintained through the MS-state diagram.
For a given II, our enhanced Co-Scheduled method first computes the
offset sets corresponding to the reduced MS-state diagram for all FUs that
have structural hazards. Once an instruction is picked and the search direction (say, from Estart to Lstart) is determined, the next step is to find a
cycle that is closest to Estart which does not cause a structural hazard. In
our method, the resource constraints are represented by the set of permissible offset sets, derived from the reduced MS-state diagram. We consider only those offset sets, that have a cardinality greater than or equal to
the number of operations mapped on to that function unit. [For simplicity,
we consider only a single instance of FU in each FU type.] Sets with
smaller cardinalities, need not be considered as they do not support the
required number of instructions.
The way scheduling proceeds is better explained with the help of an
example. Though the example concentrates on how resource constraints
are met in a single FU, the method is general enough to handle multiple
FU types. The detailed algorithm is presented in Appendix A.
Consider, a function unit with four instructions i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , and i 4
mapped on to it. Let the offset sets for the function unit be
O 1 =[0, 5, 8],
O 4 =[0, 1, 7, 10];

O 2 =[0, 5, 10],
O 5 =[0, 1, 6, 7];

O 3 =[0, 5, 12]
O 6 =[0, 3, 6, 9, 12];...

As mentioned earlier, we need to consider only those offset sets that support at least 4 instructions. Thus only offset sets O 4 , O 5 , and O 6 are considered for the given loop by the software pipelining method. These sets
(O 4 , O 5 , and O 6 ) are initially the active offset sets.
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Let us start with the scheduling of instruction i 1 with a slack (3,5).
[Note: Throughout this paper we assume that all slack ranges are inclusive
of both extreme points. Thus, in this case, the slack includes both 3 and 5.]
Since this is the first instruction to be scheduled in the pipe, it has no structural hazards and can be placed in any cycle in its slack. To simplify the
discussion, it is assumed that the search direction for all instructions is
from Estart to Lstart. Hence i 1 is placed at its Estart, 3.
Note that the offset values are relative. Thus, the first instruction is
always assumed to be scheduled at an offset 0. In our example, instruction
i 1 which is scheduled at time step 3 corresponds to an offset 0. All future
initiations in this pipeline, and their offset values will be with respect to i 1 .
Now, suppose i 2 has a slack (10,15). The Estart time of i 2 corresponds to
an offset 10&3=7 with respect to i 1 . A look at the offset sets reveals that
7, 9, 10, and 12 are permissible offsets. Hence i 2 is scheduled at time step 10
with an offset 7 with respect to i 1 . Since O 6 does not support an offset 7,
it is marked inactive; the offset sets O 4 and O 5 are currently active.
Now, if instruction i 3 has a tight slack (12,12) with an offset 9, neither
of the offset sets O 4 and O 5 can support the scheduling of i 3 at time 12. In
such a case, the most recently placed operation is ejected. This may
increase the number of active offset sets and hence the possibility of a
placement. In our example, when i 2 is unscheduled, the offset set O 6
becomes active, and i 3 is scheduled at time 12 (and offset 9) in O 6 . Scheduling i 3 at time 12 makes offset sets O 4 and O 5 inactive, leaving O 6 as the
only active set. Subsequently, when i 2 is chosen for scheduling, it is
scheduled at time step 15, with offset 12. [For simplicity, assume that i 2 's
slack does not change.] In a similar manner, if instruction i 4 has a slack
(19,26), it can be placed at one of the remaining offsets, 3 or 6. If no valid
schedule is found even after ejecting a number of operations (greater than
a threshold value), the current (partial) schedule is aborted and successive
values of II are tried until a valid schedule is obtained.
6.2. Remarks
Our method differs from Huff 's approach in three aspects: As discussed earlier, Huff 's method uses MRT to represent the resource usage
while Co-Scheduling uses MIT to represent the initiation time of scheduled
instructions. Second, the Slack Scheduling method attempts to schedule an
instruction in every cycle in the slack range. Whereas, with enhanced Coscheduling, only time steps that correspond to chosen offset values in the
slack range are tried. This results in fewer number of trials per operation.
Also we check only those offset sets, which support the required number of
initiations. This avoids getting caught in or trying a wrong offset set which
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cannot support the required number of initiations in the pipe. Lastly, in
forcing the placement of an operation, Huff 's method ejects only conflicting
operations; whereas in our approach, the operations scheduled in a pipe
are ejected in the reverse order in which they are scheduled. Though it is
possible in our method to eject only the conflicting operation, we chose the
reverse scheduling order for ejection to avoid getting trapped in a specific
offset set.
7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, first we present a quantitative comparison of the
reduced MS-state diagram and the original MS-state diagram. In the subsequent subsections we present the performance of the enhanced Coscheduling algorithm. In Section 7.4, we compare enhanced Co-scheduling
with Huff 's Slack Scheduling method. Section 7.6 provides a summary of
the experimental results.
7.1. Reduced MS-State Diagram
We compare the reduced MS-state diagram with the original state
diagram in terms of the number of paths. We have implemented the construction of the original state diagram (Procedure 2 in Section 4.3) and the
reduced MS-state diagram (described in Section 5.4). Using these
implementations, the reduced and original state diagrams have been constructed for a set of 6 function units, typical of a modern day processor, for
a range of II from 8 to 24. [Note: For values of II greater than 24, the
number of paths in the original state diagram exceeds 10 Millions and all
paths could not be enumerated within 30 minutes of CPU time. Hence, in
this study we limited II to a maximum of 24. However, the reduced MSstate diagram can be constructed even for large values of II as can be seen
from Table IV(b).] The reservation tables for the FUs are shown in
Appendix B. Table II shows the average reduction in the number of paths
Table II.

Average Reduction in the Number of Paths

Avg. Reduction
8II15
in No. of
Paths
FU-1 FU-2 FU-3 FU-4 FU-5 FU-6

FU-1 FU-2 FU-3 FU-4 FU-5 FU-6

Geo. Mean
Arith. Mean

1037.3 9084.3 54.3 52.3 2273.9 32.7
3882.5 27543.7 99.5 95.3 22490.7 55.5

7.5 20.8
13.5 60.7

2.5
3.0

2.6
3.4

26.1
64.7

2.2
2.5

16II24
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achieved by considering only the primary paths, the average being taken
over different values of II considered in the given range. For small values
of II, i.e., less than 16, the the reduction in number of paths varies from
2 to 26 in the case of geometric mean, and 2 to 60 in the case of arithmetic
mean. However, for the range of II between 16 to 24, the reduction in number of paths varies from 32 to 9,084 in the case of geometric mean, and
55 to 27,543 for arithmetic mean.
For function units FU-3, FU-4, and FU-6, the reduction in the number of paths is not so significant for the values of II considered in our
experiments. This is because, at small II values, many of the latencies were
forbidden for these FUs. It is expected that for larger values of II, the
reduction in number of paths will be significant. This can be seen from the
rate of increase of the number of paths in Fig. 5. We plot the number of
paths in the original and reduced state diagrams for two function units
(FU-1 and FU-3) for values of II from 8 to 24. Note that the y-axis (number of paths) is plotted on a log-scale. We observe that the number of paths
in the original state diagram increases exponentially with II; whereas, the
rate of increase in the reduced state diagram is rather steady. The number
of offset sets in the reduced state diagram (or equivalently the number of
primary paths) is only few hundreds.

Fig. 5.

Increase in Number of Paths for Different IIs.
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7.2. Maximal Compatible Set Generation
As discussed in Section 5.4, generating the maximal compatible classes
of the permissible offsets O is an alternative way of obtaining the set of
offset sets corresponding of a reduced MS-state diagram. Using the algorithm given by Kogge, (2) we have implemented a method to generate all
maximal compatible classes of the permissible offsets. For the same set of
reservation tables used in the previous section, and for the same II values,
we generated the offset sets using the maximal compatible classes. The
execution time, on an UltraSparc 170E, were compared with those of the
reduced MS-state diagram approach. The average execution time, averaged
over runs for different values of II, for each FU results are shown in
Table III. Obtaining the offset sets from the maximal compatible classes
results in a three-fold improvement in execution time for the values of II
considered in our experiments.
7.3. Performance of Enhanced Co-Scheduling Method
We have implemented the enhanced Co-scheduling method presented
in Section 6., and tested it on 1153 loops taken from a variety of benchmarks: specfp92, specint92, livermore, linpack, and NAS kernels. We
assumed a target architecture with 7 function units: 2 Integer Units,
1 Load Unit, 1 Store Unit, 1 FP Add Unit, 1 FP Multiply Unit, and 1 FP
Divide Unit. Except for the Integer and Store Units, the resource usage of
other instruction classes were assumed to involve structural hazards. Their
reservation tables are shown in Appendix B. Of these, the reservation tables
for the FP Multiply and FP Add Units correspond to those of FU-5 and
FU-6, respectively, used in Sections 7.1 and 7.2. The results of our experiments are shown in Table IV.
Table IVa gives a break up of the total benchmark programs in terms
of how far the II of the constructed schedule is from the minimum initiation interval (MII). Our enhanced Co-scheduling found schedules at the
Table III. Execution Time of Two Methods to Generate Offset Sets
Avg. exec. time a
Approach

FU-1

FU-2

FU-3

FU-4

FU-5

FU-6

Reduced state diagram (Arith. mean)
277.7
Maximal compatible class (Arith. mean)
70.7
Improvement in exec. time (geom. mean)
6.9

1025.2
146.1
5.3

80.8
93.1
1.9

2933.8
519.4
3.8

138.2
74.5
3.1

17.6
7.0
3.7

a

Estimated in milliseconds (ms).
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Table IVa.

Break-Up of Total Benchmark Programs

IIMII

No. of benchmarks

0-age cases

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

880
144
20
17
15
61
16

76.3
12.5
1.7
1.5
1.3
5.3
1.4

minimum initiation interval in 880 cases. In the remaining cases, II of the
resulting schedules were 2.58 time steps away, on an average, from the
minimum initiation interval (refer to Table IVb).
The (arithmetic) mean time to compute a schedule is 2.9 milliseconds,
while the median for this is 1.1 milliseconds. Table IVb also gives other
statistics on the performance of our enhanced Co-scheduling. Execution
times, on an UltraSparc-170E, are reported in the last row of the table
shown in Table IVb. In reporting the execution time, the time to construct
reduced MS-state diagrams for different function units is not included. This
is because, the generation of the offset sets can be done off-line, and stored
in a database. As mentioned in the Introduction, this comes at the cost of
increased space requirements. The average time to construct the state
diagram for a function unit is in the order of a few hundred milliseconds
as shown in Table III. Lastly, even though enhanced Co-scheduling uses
the set of all offset sets, typically several hundred in number, it still was
successful in finding a schedule within a few milliseconds.
7.4. Comparison with Huff 's Scheduling Method
The enhanced Co-scheduling method is compared with our implementation of Huff 's Slack Scheduling method. [To the best of our knowledge,
Table IVb.

Performance Statics of Enhanced Co-Scheduling

Measure

Min.

Max.

Arith. mean

Geo. mean

Median

No. of Nodes
II
IIMII
IIMII
Time (msec)

1
1
0
1
0.24

52
85
15
3
304

6.4
9.1
2.58
1.1
2.9

5.7
7.0
2.0
1.0
2.0

6.0
6.0
1.0
1.0
1.1
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our implementation of Huff 's Slack Scheduling method faithfully follows
the implementation details presented by Huff. (8) ] Though comparison with
other modulo scheduling methods could have been made, we chose Huff 's
method for comparison for the following reasons: (i) Enhanced Coscheduling is based on Huff 's method, and therefore a comparison with it
would directly reveal the impact of the Co-scheduling approach and the
use of reduced state diagrams in the software pipelining method; (ii) Huff 's
Slack Scheduling method has widely been accepted to result in better
schedules in shorter execution time; (iii) Lastly, Huff 's method is life-time
sensitive and hence attempts to reduce the register pressure of the software
pipelined schedule.
The results of our comparison are presented in Table V. As seen from
Table V our enhanced Co-scheduling results in better II in 114 benchmarks; the average improvement in II is 13.5 0. In a large number of cases
(993 benchmarks) both methods achieved the same II. This is because, for
the target architecture considered for the scheduling, only one-fourth
(24 0) of the loops are resource-criticali.e., resource MII (ResMII)
dominates recurrence MII (RecMII). Since Co-scheduling is basically Slack
scheduling, fine-tuned for better selection of offset values, it is not surprising
that the improvement, in terms of II, happens only in resource-critical
loops. Also, it is possible that in some of the resource-critical loops both
methods have achieved the MII. In a small number of benchmarks, Huff 's
Slack Scheduling achieves a better II, though the percentage improvement
is only minor (1.60). This could be due to the order in which we eject the
instructions in the enhanced Co-scheduling method.
The results shown in Table V exhibit a significant reduction in execution time (time to construct schedules). In 988 of the benchmarks
programs, the execution time of our Co-scheduling method is lower than
that of Slack Scheduling. The average improvement in execution time is
roughly 4.5 fold. It should be noted here that in this comparison the execution time of our enhanced Co-scheduling method did not include the time
to construct the MS-state diagram. If the construction time had been
included, Huff 's Slack Scheduling would have lower scheduling time in
many of the loops. Nevertheless, the enhanced Co-Scheduling method
enjoys a performance advantage in terms of II in nearly 114 loops.
Apart from II and execution times, we compare the two methods in
terms of two other measures, namely (i) average number of trials per
operation, and (ii) average number of ejections per instruction. In Huff 's
Slack Scheduling, as explained in Section 6.2, all time steps in the slack
range of an instruction are tried successively, until a (resource) conflict-free
time slot is found. Whereas, in our method, we need to consider only those
time steps in the slack range that correspond to the offset values of the

0 Cases
10
58
29
86

No. of
benchmarks
114
662
338
988

Measure

II
Avg. trials per
instrn.
Avg. ejections per
instrn.
Exec. time
457.9

858.7

13.5
560.1

0 Improvement

158

79

40
5

No. of
benchmarks

14

7

3
0.1

0 Cases

Huff better

427.6

858.0

1.6
322.4

0 Improvement

1

730

993
480

0.0

63

87
42

0 Cases

Both same
No. of
benchmarks

Comparison of Enhanced Co-Scheduling with Slack Scheduling

Enhanced Co-scheduling better

Table V.
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active offset sets. Hence the number of such trails is expected to be much
less in our case compared to Slack Scheduling. From Table V, we observe
that our enhanced Co-scheduling method performs better in more than
580 of the benchmarks, with an average improvement of 5600; both
methods perform equally in 480 cases. Fewer ejections per instructions was
observed in Slack Scheduling only in 5 benchmarks.
Second, in forcing an operation, our approach differs from Slack
Scheduling in the order in which it ejects the operations. Hence, we compared the average number of ejections per instruction for these two
methods. Our method performed better in more than 300 of the benchmarks yielding an eight-fold improvement. The reduction in the average
number of ejected operations and the average number of trials achieved by
our enhanced Co-scheduling method, in turn, results in an improved execution time as well. Lastly, even though Huff 's Slack Scheduling achieves
comparable improvement in performance, in terms of average ejections, trials, and scheduling time, the number of benchmarks where the improvement
is observed is significantly lower (respectively 79, 5, and 158) benchmark
programs.
7.5. Heuristic Methods for Reducing Number of Offset Sets
In the enhanced Co-scheduling, the initial number of offset sets in the
active set is a few hundreds (refer to Fig. 5). Thus it is an expensive
proposition to consider all offset sets in the enhanced Co-scheduling. In
this section, we study the effect of reducing the initial number of offset sets
used in the enhanced Co-scheduling method.
We have experimented with the following three heuristics, that selects
as few as 5 offset sets from the set of all offset sets.
Rand: Pick any five offset sets randomly, including the one with
largest cardinality.
Pick: Starting with the offset set with the maximum cardinality, five
offset sets are picked, one at a time, such that the offset set considered
at a step differs from the union of picked offset sets by at least certain
percentage. The aim of this heuristic is to consider 5 offset sets, the
union of which is close to the set of all offset values.
PickCard: Similar to Pick but each of the offset sets, if possible, has
a different cardinality.
The enhanced Co-scheduling was modified to use only 5 offset sets,
chosen using one of the above three heuristics. These variants of enhanced
Co-scheduling (ECS) are called Rand-ECS, Pick-ECS and PickCard-ECS

0 Cases
7
8
8

Heuristic

Rand
Pick
PickCard

2
1.7
2

0
0
0

0 Cases
0
0
0

0 Improvement

Heuristic ECS better

10
11
11

0 Cases
3.9
3.53
3.73

0 Improvement

Huff better

10
10
10

0 Cases

11.6
11.63
11.7

0 Improvement

Huff heuristic ECS better

Comparison of Heuristic Methods with ECS and Slack Scheduling

0 Improvement

ECS better

Table VI.
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respectively. The performance of these are compared with both the ECS
(that uses all the offset sets) and Huff 's slack scheduling method. All three
methods (Rand-ECS, Pick-ECS and PickCard-ECS) match the performance of enhanced Co-scheduling in 92 0 of the cases. In the remaining
80 of the cases, they perform worse than enhanced Co-scheduling as well
as Huff 's slack scheduling. This degradation in 80 of the benchmark loops
indicates that some of the offset sets, which would have produced a valid
schedule at a lower value of II, were left out in the pick. Also, in the 10 0
of the cases, where enhanced Co-scheduling was doing better than Huff 's
method, the heuristic methods continue to perform better. The summary of
results for the three methods is reported in Table VI.
Lastly, we investigate the effect of the number of offset sets considered
by the heuristic methods. The variation in performance as the number of
offset sets considered is plotted in Fig. 6 for RandECS.

7.6. Summary of Results
To summarize, the major results observed in our experiments are:
v The number of paths in the reduced state diagram is significantly
lower; the reduction in number of paths is by a factor of 2 to 20 for
values of II less than 16, and 32 to 9,084 for larger values of II, on
the average (refer to Table II).

Fig. 6.

Performance Variation with the Number of Offset Sets.
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v Obtaining the set of offsets using the maximal compatible classes is
faster, in terms of execution time, at least for smaller values of II
(refer to Table III).
v Comparison with Huff 's Slack Scheduling (8) reveals that our enhanced Co-scheduling performs better, in terms of II, in 114 loops,
a majority of which are resource-critical loops; in terms of scheduling time, it performs better in as many as 988 loops with a 457 0
average improvement. The improvement in II achieved by Slack
Scheduling is in fewer cases (40 loops); average improvement is also
lower (1.6 0). In terms of scheduling time, Slack scheduling has
better performance only in 158 cases (14 0).

8. EXTENSION TO PIPELINES WITH SHARED RESOURCES
The theory of reduced MS-state diagram and the proposed enhanced
Co-scheduling method presented in this paper concentrated only on architectures where two function units or instruction classes do not share any
resource. In this section we briefly outline how it is possible to extend our
approach to function units sharing resources.
To make the discussion simple, consider that an FP Add unit and an
FP Multiply unit share the Decode and Write-back stages of the pipeline as
shown in the reservation tables of Fig. 7. It is possible to extend the construction of MS-state diagram for the above pipelines in a manner similar
to the construction of state diagram for multi-function pipelines as discussed. (2, 20, 21) We extend the initial permissible latency set to permissible
latency matrices which define the permissible latencies for different instruction classes. [Note: We use the term matrices in a loose sense here even
though the number of elements in different rows may not be equal.
However, a collision matrix representation (2) will have exactly II bits in
each row. Hence we continue to call this a permissible matrix.] For example,

Fig. 7.

Reservation Tables of Pipelines with Shared Resources.
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for these reservation tables and for an II=4, we define the two permissible
matrices
P FP  Add =

1, 2, 3

_ 1, 2 &

and

P FP  Mult =

2, 3

_2&

The latencies in the first row of P FP  Add indicate the permissible latencies
between two FP-Add instructions while the latencies in the second row
indicate the permissible latencies between and FP-Add and a subsequent
FP-Mult. Similarly the latencies shown in the first and second row of
P FP  Mult indicate permissible latencies between an FP-Mult and a subsequent FP-Add and between two FP-Mult instructions. One can find a
similarity between these definitions and the definition of collision
matrices. (2, 20, 21)
The construction of the MS-state diagram proceeds as follows. If an
instruction type i (e.g., FP-Mult) with a latency p is permissible from the
current state S (i.e., p is present in the i th row of the current state
(represented by permissible matrix)), then the new state S$ is obtained by
subtracting p (subtraction modulo II) from each element of the permissible
matrix S and taking the intersection, on a row-by-row basis, with the
initial permissible matrix for instruction class i. Due to lack of space and
for simplicity sake, we only show a few paths in the MS-state diagram. As
an example, following is a path in the MS-state diagram for shared resources.
[A detailed explanation of the construction procedure is beyond the scope
of this paper. The purpose of this discussion is to quickly show how our
ideas can be extended to pipelines with shared resources.]
1, 2, 3

1, 2

_ 1, 2 & wwww _ 1 & wwww _ &
1FP-Add

1FP-Mult

Note that in this notation, we indicate the type of instruction initiated, in
addition to the latency, as in 1FP-Add. This path corresponds to an offset
set [0FP-Add, 1FP-Add, 2FP-Mult]. One can verify that a path

_

1, 2, 3
3
2FP-Mult
3FP-Add
wwww
wwww
1, 2

&

_&

_&

is a secondary path (sum of the latency values exceeds II=4) which also
corresponds to the offset set [0FP-Add, 1FP-Add, 2FP-Mult]. It can
be shown that for every secondary path in this MS-state diagram there
is a primary path with the same offset set. This shows that the theory of
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reduced MS-state diagram is still applicable to pipelines with shared
resources.
It is now straightforward to see how one can use these offset sets in
our enhanced Co-scheduling method to schedule a FP-Add or FP-Mult
instructions. However, a number of issues are still open. Though secondary
paths in this MS-state diagram are redundant, it can be shown, by examples,
that there can be more than one primary path that correspond to the same
offset set. How does one generate the distinct offset sets? Further, the number
of distinct paths in this MS-state diagram can be quite large, even for
moderate values of II. How does one handle this complexity and use
(possibly, a subset of ) the offset sets for constructing the software pipelined
schedule?
Some of these questions are addressed in a recent work (26) where
efficient state diagram construction methods have been proposed for
pipelines with shared resources. This work proposes two approaches, one
based on a heuristic and the other based on graph theoretic methods, for
the construction of offset sets. In particular, the heuristic method prevents
all redundant paths in the MS-state diagram for pipelines with shared
resources. But, the proposed heuristic may result in missing some offset
sets. However, as the number of offset sets in these state diagrams are more
than a few million, it is claimed that the loss of a few offset sets may not
degrade the performance of the constructed software pipelined schedule.
The proposed heuristic and the graph theoretic methods are applied for
generating offset sets for two real processors, namely the DEC Alpha 21064
superscalar processor and the Cydra VLIW processor. (26)
9. RELATED WORK
Several software pipelining methods have been proposed in the
literature. (3, 5, 716) These methods are based on a global modulo reservation
table. A comprehensive survey of these works is provided by Rau and
Fisher. (17) As explained in the Introduction, one major drawback of these
methods is their inefficiency. These methods make several trials before successfully placing an operation in the modulo reservation table. They do not
make effective use of the well-developed classical pipeline theory. (1, 2, 18)
The approach proposed (1921) uses a finite state automaton (FSA)based instruction scheduling technique. These methods use ideas from the
classical pipeline theory, especially the notion of forbidden and permissible
latency sequences. However these methods deal with general instruction
scheduling, and do not handle software pipelining, where each scheduled
instruction is initiated once every II cycles. The Co-scheduling framework
proposed (22) is a state diagram-based software pipelining method. In the
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Co-scheduling method, a single permissible latency sequence chosen from
the MS-state diagram and the corresponding offset values were used to
guide the software pipelining method. Co-scheduling is different from
pipelines scheduled at (fixed) latency cycles. (1, 2, 27) The periodicity of the
latter depends only on the resource usage of the pipeline, while the periodicity of MS-pipelines discussed in this paper is governed by both the
resource usage and the recurrences in the loop considered for scheduling.
In this paper, we have extended the original Co-scheduling method, by
considering multiple latency sequences from the MS-state diagram. We
develop the necessary theory to consider only the primary paths in the
state diagram that yields distinct set of offset values. Considering only the
primary path reduces the number of paths in the reduced MS-state
diagram significantly. Using the reduced MS-state diagram, and the set of
offset values corresponding to primary paths, we have enhanced the Coscheduling algorithm. The enhanced Co-scheduling method attempts to
address a major problem of the original Co-scheduling method, viz., the
original Co-scheduling method, restricted to a single latency sequence (and
a corresponding offset set), can do worse than Huff 's slack scheduling. This
can happen if the latency sequence chosen by the original Co-scheduling
method does not ``fit'' well with the slacks of the instructions. The enhanced
Co-scheduling method alleviates this problem by considering multiple
latency sequences. Our experiments have shown that except in a small
number of loops (less than 3 0 of the benchmarks), the performance of the
enhanced Co-scheduling is equal or better than Huff 's Slack Scheduling. In
this paper we have compared the performance of the enhanced Co-Scheduling method only with Huff 's Slack Scheduling. We chose Slack Scheduling
both because it is known to perform well and because we felt it was representative of other approachesparticularly in that it was originally
designed primarily for use with clean pipelines. Our method could have
been compared with a number of other modulo scheduling methods based
on modulo reservation table. (5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16)
Lastly, Eichenberger and Davidson proposed a method, which still
relies on the use of global resource table, but reduces the cost of structuralhazard checking by reducing the machine description. (28) Their approach
uses forbidden latency information to obtain a minimal representation for
individual reservation tables of different function units. Their method is
applicable to both general instruction scheduling and modulo scheduling.
10. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed Modulo-Scheduled (MS) pipeline
theory, a theory for hardware pipeline structures operating under modulo
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scheduling. The proposed theory extends classical pipeline theory and
identifies distinct paths in the MS-state diagram through the use of primary
paths. We have established the relationship between offset sets corresponding
to primary paths and the maximal compatible classes of permissible offset
sets. Further, it was shown that the reduced MS-state diagram consisting
only of primary paths reduces the number of paths drastically; the improvement is by a factor of 2 to 26 for values of II less than 16, and 32 to 9,084
for larger values of II.
We have presented an enhanced Co-scheduling method that makes use
of the reduced MS-state diagram. The enhanced Co-scheduling method
considers multiple latency sequences from the reduced MS-state diagram to
guide the software pipelining method. The use of reduced state diagrams
and multiple offset sets is expected to result in schedules with smaller II as
well as arriving at them with shorter execution (scheduling) time.
Our implementation of the enhanced Co-scheduling was tested on a
set of of 1153 loops taken from various benchmark suites. The enhanced
Co-scheduling was successful in scheduling 86 0 of the loops at their minimum initiation interval. In the remaining loops, the schedules were 2.58
time steps away, on an average, from the the minimum initiation interval.
Comparison with Huff 's Slack Scheduling (8) reveals that our enhanced Coscheduling performs better, in terms of II, in 114 loops, a majority of which
are resource-critical loops; in terms of scheduling time, it performs better
in as many as 988 loops with a 4570 average improvement. Lastly, we
have extended our method to consider a small number of (as few as 5)
offset sets; yet the method achieves 92 0 of the performance potentials of
the enhanced Co-scheduling method (which considers all offset sets).
Extension of our work to function units which share resources is also discussed.

APPENDIX A. ENHANCED CO-SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
In this section we present the enhanced Co-scheduling algorithm in a
more formal way. Though we use the reduced state diagram approach for
constructing the set of offset sets, it can be easily replaced by the maximal
compatibility classes method.
Procedure A.1: The Enhanced Co-scheduling Method
Step 1. Set II=MII
Step 2. While (not a valid schedule found)
Step 2.1.

For each instruction class I
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Step 2.1.1. Generate the offset sets of the primary paths.
Step 2.1.2. Determine the set of offset sets O(I) that support at
least N(I) instructions, where N(I) represents the number of instructions
in the given loop that are executed in this FU type. A(I)=O(I) is the set
of active offset sets for instruction class I.
Step 2.1.3. If there are no offset sets supporting N(I) initiations,
increment II by 1; Goto Step 2.1.
Step 2.2. While there exists an unscheduled instructions, repeat
Steps 2.2.12.2.5.
Step 2.2.1. If the total number of ejected instructions exceed
some threshold value (say THRESHOLD  ON  TOTAL  EJECTED  OPS),
then increase II by 1; Discard the partial schedule and go back to Step 2.1.
Step 2.2.2. Compute the slack and priority of the unscheduled
instructions.
Step 2.2.3. Choose the instruction i with the highest priority. Let
i be in the instruction class I.
Step 2.2.4. Attempt to schedule the instruction at a time step in
its slack range. The chosen time step must correspond to an offset value
supported by at least one of the offset sets in A(I). Remove the offset sets
that do not support the chosen offset value from A(I).
Step 2.2.5. If there are no paths in A(I) that support any of the
offset value in the slack range, [begin]description
Step 2.2.5.1. Unschedule the last instruction of this instruction
class. Suppose the unscheduled operation was scheduled at an offset o$.
Step 2.2.5.2. Add the offset sets that got excluded from the
active set, because they could not support o$. (This somewhat corresponds
to backtracking on the MS-state diagram to a previous level.)
Step 2.2.5.3. Increment the number of ejected operations by 1.
Step 2.2.5.4. Go back to Step 3.4; i.e. attempt to schedule the
current instruction. (This will eventually succeed, because when the algorithm backtracks to the root of the MS-state diagram, it should be possible
to schedule the instruction, as it is the first one initiated in this pipe.)
Step 2.2.6. End * end of If *
Step 2.3.

End * end of while *

Step 3. End * end of while *
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APPENDIX B. RESERVATION TABLES USED IN SOFTWARE
PIPELINING METHODS
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